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A week coven paid member Corey Goode, Robert David Steele's boy puppet Jordan 

Sather, and the man who steal others material, ideas, intel and website Dr. Michael E. 

Salla now support Earth planetary pole shift that drives dimensional consciousness shift, 

predicted in 1974 by futurist and Carter govt secret agent Alfred Lambremont Webre oh 

dear in his book THE AGE OF CATACLYSM, a case of where all going to die again. A 

week also revealed that Alt media outlet NewsInsideOut.com in their own words, 

"consistently serves news and information to over two dozen departments and agencies of 

the U.S. government alone" A week where Newsguard (fact checker similar to Langley 

agent Snopes) crosses the pond to the UK and appoints a NATO general to run it. And a 

week where the Citadel group owned NY police bravely tackled crime in the area by? 

arresting cyclists for having no bell on their bikes, they should have put the cops on the 

bikes and said look there is a bell on the bike, a bellend. Arrest Clinton and Huma for 

skinning a child's face oh no, just people on cycles with no bells, find out who these cops 

are and lets put their names out and shame them. I have a feeling it won't be the last we 

hear about New York this evening, enjoy the show. The gift that keeps giving that is 

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez makes news again for her stupidity, this time not knowing the 

difference between a Republican or Democrat senator, paid actor needs more training me 

thinks. As Verizon announces plans for latest financial harvesting plan it said customers 

can now preorder the new Samsung Galaxy S10 5G -- the phone maker's only 5G-ready 

phone -- starting at $1300. 

 

In March, the Mayor hastily proposed a 225-bed homeless shelter on The Embarcadero in 

the middle of a densely-populated diverse family neighborhood (read rich area). We all 

want to help the homeless and fully support efforts to eliminate the causes of 

homelessness, but the Mayor has put expediency over safety in choosing this location for 

the city’s largest-ever Navigation Center. The community is fully supportive of efforts to 

end homelessness. South Beach is home to the Delancey Street Foundation, a residential 

facility helping former drug users recover from their addictions and others facing difficult 

situations, including the formerly homeless. The East Cut is home to Rene Cazenave, 

which provides housing for the formerly homeless, as well as most of the new affordable 

housing in the City. The rushed process the Mayor is following to build the homeless 

shelter by the end of the summer is concerning to the community. We are worried that the 

rushed process puts the political goal of building a large Navigation Center ahead of 

legitimate concerns about public safety, drug use, and other problems that a large shelter 

may bring to the community. In my opinion these facilities should be put into all the rich 

neighborhoods as a reminder of their own selfish ways of operating, these are the type of 

vacuous cretins who will ignore a human being on the street, but funds fake churches and 

cults. To the residents of South Beach, San Franscisco who have raised $102K to date in 

one month you people disgust me, can raise $102K to protect your privileged zone, but 
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not support anyone inside of it? perhaps karma will apply one day, given you are in a 

quake zone maybe a good rattle there might re-ignite your few human caring brain cells, 

like Manhattan, this is another place to boycott, selfish shallow bastards. 

 

Some of the reasoning behind Assange removal from Ecuador embassy. Former and 

much loved Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa has accused Ecuadorean President Lenin 

Moreno of suspending the asylum of cyber-activist Julian Assange in order to obtain a 

loan from the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Correa said that there is evidence of 

the agreement and that Moreno, who Correa selected at his successor, has promised to 

“hand over” Assange in a 2017 meeting with Paul Manafort, former US campaign chief 

to Donald Trump. Former President Correa, who broke with Moreno, also commented on 

visits to Ecuador by US Vice President Mike Pence. At these times, Moreno would have 

promised to “help isolate Venezuela, leave the Chevron oil corporation, a company that 

destroyed half of the Amazon rainforest, unpunished, and to deliver Assange.” Last 

month, the IMF announced approval of a $4.2 billion loan to Ecuador. The first 

installment, of $652 million, has already been paid. I guarantee they won't see the rest. 

 

Monday everyone is screaming at the Munchkin, the Treasury is now figuring out that 

they were lied to also, yes you have all been lied to, every single govt and non 

government departments, including all agencies and all branches of Military, time to 

correct it. 

 

As of Monday you now have congress and the appropriations committee calling for 

Mnuchin's retirement, spelt F I R E D Perhaps there was more than meets the eye in 

exchange between Maxine Waters and Mnuchin last week or so. 

 

More transfers were done and it was found 3 people inside The Treasury affiliated to the 

entity known as Hillary Clinton, were calling all banks and blocking all transfers to The 

Pentagon and MWHT funds. Treasury secretary Mnuchin has appeared to gone into 

hiding over the last few days, which may or may not be significant at this stage. What 

this signifies is, Kim and the team are very close to delivering the funds, that doesn't 

mean it is tomorrow, this week or next week, it happens when it happens, but the fact it is 

now down to just human level blocking shows that progress has been made on the 

overhaul of the banking system level, eventually, there will be no need for human 

interaction, the funds will go direct from point A to point B, regardless of their input. 

 

The ongoing work, which is a daily event to correct, modify or delete aspects of the old 

banking system continues, they are throwing all kinds of resources at us to prevent that, 

and we are doing our part to not only prevent them doing their part, but push forward 

with ultimate goals, of making all banks and banking transparent, fair and a whole heap 

cleaner. This work will be ongoing like a game of chess, but like the Head of The Fed 
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said to The Treasury back in February meeting, "you do know we are fucked", people in 

general have no idea of the works that goes into and has been done to fix this problem, 

that lays the foundation for a better financial system, it is not a case of push this button 

and just do this and that as some assume, far from it, and Kim and the team are going as 

fast as we can, under are very testing conditions. 

 

Two satellites were caught interfering with the Quantum system was destroyed in the past 

week, we warned you of the consequences of interfering with our system, and the actions 

that would follow. 

 

The reasons for the reporting of internet outages globally is as follows, certain servers get 

fried for interfering in due process, they then use other servers designated for different 

specific purposes to stay ahead of the game, hence outages. 

 

Rothschild's organizing another fire sale at Christie's this week is another sign of their 

struggle, and another sign of their collapsing empire 

 

Banks are coming under fire from all sides now, due blocking funds from the Trust, but 

also any loans to other groups or depts. Why? because there is not a lot to lend is why, 

they are strangling everything currently, and things are in motion to correct that as I 

understand, that move can or will change everything. 

 

This and the next two intel items are all tied together, Trump mentioned British 

Intelligence rogue involvement this week, the connections to that is, the Blue Dragon 

group ran by Hillary Clinton in the UK. 

 

A video was released in intel that was known to us, but as this was operational we kept 

quiet, Q anons released a video of Fox news and at around 11 minutes Joe DeGenova 

spoke of forward implications of Mueller investigations, before and during the 

investigation of widespread skullduggery, take note of it. 

 

Now tie this in with last weeks intel, picture becomes much clearer, Trump via an 

executive order has transferred all security clearance work to the Pentagon, it potentially 

sets the stage for the renamed Defense Security Service to takeover the background 

investigations for the entire federal community, with a specific timeline given to 

implement it. This is potentially bigger than you may think at this stage. 

 

MachsomWatch is a volunteer organization of Israeli women who are peace activists 

from all sectors of society. We oppose the Israeli occupation in the area known as the 

West Bank, we oppose the appropriation of Palestinian land and the denial of Palestinian 

human rights. We support the right of Palestinians to move freely in their land and 
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oppose the checkpoints which severely restrict Palestinian daily life. Since 2001 we have 

been observing and reporting on the Occupation. On a daily basis, we monitor the West 

Bank checkpoints, the separation fences, the agricultural gates, (Gates Because the 

`separation fence' follows such an absurd route, it has been necessary to install a number 

of gates that let children go to their schools and permit farmers access to their fields (q.v. 

`seam area'). In actual practice, it is the army that controls these gates and opens and 

closes them as it sees fit. Thus, for example, during the olive harvest, it is the army which 

determines the hours when the gates will open and close and thus exactly how long the 

olive-harvest season can last. In many areas, the Palestinians have simply been forbidden 

to work their lands at any point in the year, a prohibition whose effect is already visible in 

the run-down state of the olive groves.) the military courts and Palestinian villages. We 

document what we see and what is reported to us by local Palestinians. Through our 

observations, reports, films, photographs and tours we aim to influence public opinion in 

Israel and throughout the world by recording and authenticating the impossible 

conditions faced by the Palestinians under Israeli occupation; conditions which also 

corrode the fabric of Israeli society and the values of democracy. We attempt to ease the 

frustrations and hardships of Palestinians by offering formal assistance wherever we can.  

 

Greta Thunberg, activist suddenly on a world stage pushing for climate change, but this is 

no ordinary child, her mother is an international opera singer and father an actor. On 20 

August 2018, Thunberg, who had just started ninth grade, decided to not attend school 

until the 2018 Sweden general election on 9 September. and she protested by sitting 

outside the Riksdag every day during school hours with the sign (school strike for the 

climate). From October 2018 onwards, Thunberg's activism evolved from solitary 

protesting to taking part in demonstrations throughout Europe. UN General Secretary 

António Guterres has endorsed the school strikes initiated by Thunberg. Thunberg and 

her family drove in an electric car to London, where she addressed the 'Declaration of 

Rebellion' organized by Extinction Rebellion opposite the Houses of Parliament. On 24 

November 2018, she spoke at TEDxStockholm. Thunberg addressed the COP24 United 

Nations climate change summit on 4 December 2018. and also spoke before the plenary 

assembly on 12 December 2018. On 23 January 2019, Thunberg arrived in Davos after a 

32-hour train journey, On 21 February 2019, she spoke at a conference of the European 

Economic and Social Committee and to European Commission chief Jean-Claude 

Juncker, where she demanded that to still meet the climate goals the EU must reduce their 

CO 2 emissions by at least 80% until 2030. Later, she joined the climate protests in 

Brussels. Like that happens in real life? child decides to not go to school and gets away 

with it, what happens is CPS steps in removes the child and sends it to foster parents 

without recourse from parents or lawyers. These people think we are stupid, where is the 

child prodigy on child sex trafficking, child sacrifices or organ harvesting? not part of the 

program you see, climate change is another way old system claims resources of each 

country, now they dont have access to the Trust funds, and why with our notification 
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Trump pulled out of Paris climate agreement, it has little to do with climate and 

everything to do with claiming 2% of every countries GDP to keep their system of 

harvesting going. 

 

* FinCEN's director expressed its mission in November 2013 as "to safeguard the 

financial system from illicit use, combat money laundering and promote national 

security."(national security means helping the clowns cover up their own crimes) 

FinCEN serves as the U.S. Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) and is one of 147 FIUs 

making up the Egmont Group of Financial Intelligence Units. FinCEN's self-described 

motto is "follow the money."(yes you did then funneled it all to Clinton Foundation!) The 

website states: "The primary motive of criminals is financial gain, and they leave 

financial trails as they try to launder the proceeds of crimes or attempt to spend their ill-

gotten profits." It is a network bringing people and information together, by coordinating 

information sharing with law enforcement agencies, regulators and other partners in the 

financial industry. FinCEN was established by order of the Secretary of the Treasury 

(Treasury Order Numbered 105-08) on April 25, 1990. In May 1994, its mission was 

broadened to include regulatory responsibilities, and in October 1994 the Treasury 

Department's precursor of FinCEN, the Office of Financial Enforcement was merged 

with FinCEN. On September 26, 2002, after Title III of the PATRIOT Act was passed, 

Treasury Order 180-01 made it an official bureau in the Department of the Treasury. In 

September 2012, The 2001 USA PATRIOT Act required the Secretary of the Treasury to 

create a secure network for the transmission of information to enforce the relevant 

regulations. FinCEN's regulations under Section 314(a) enable federal law enforcement 

agencies, through FinCEN, to reach out to more than 45,000 points of contact at more 

than 27,000 financial institutions to locate accounts and transactions of persons that may 

be involved in terrorist financing and/or money laundering. (Under the banner of national 

security it allowed them access to all banks and accounts without warrant, this then 

allowed clowns to steal from accounts with impunity and no oversight) In July 2011, 

FinCEN added "other value that substitutes for currency" to its definition of money 

services businesses in preparation to adapt the respective rule to virtual currencies. 

(proving they were linked with CIA and NSA who created crypto) On March 18, 2013 

FinCEN issued a guidance regarding virtual currencies, according to which, exchangers 

and administrators, but not users of convertible virtual currency are considered money 

transmitters, and must comply with rules to prevent money laundering/terrorist financing 

("AML/CFT") and other forms of financial crime, by record-keeping, reporting and 

registering with FinCEN. (So to the people who still think crypto is getting around the 

system, there is where it fails in that line) FinCEN´s value is hard to gauge without 

publication of evidence. It does not disclose how many 'Suspicious Activity Reports' 

result in investigations, indictments or convictions, and no studies exist to tally how 

many reports are filed on innocent people.(as said earlier, no oversight) FinCEN and 

money laundering laws have been criticized for being expensive and relatively 
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ineffective, while violating Fourth Amendment rights as an investigator may use 

FinCEN's government database system to investigate people instead of crimes. (no shit 

sherlock) In February 2019, it is reported, Mary Daly, William Barr's oldest daughter, is 

to leave her position at the United States Deputy Attorney General's office for a FinCEN 

position. Did you know William Barr the new attorney general was born in New York, 

born to a Jewish parent. 

 

The topic of IQ came up and it is funny how some people perceive by country, that 

automatically they will be higher or lower in the IQ scale of countries, depending on their 

world view and economic status. Well the country with highest IQ is Japan, followed by 

Taiwan, USA is 30th behind countries that should alarm you, of the scale of the taught 

stupidity here. Tyler Durden did a good piece on it on Zerohedge, using the old term 

retard resides at an IQ of 89 and below, the new term simple or incapable renders it no 

better in terms of the impact. The impact on a social level is enormous, the impact on an 

economic level is worse, this is why America has outsourced everything, we have not 

trained sufficient people in the higher IQ skillset jobs, and haven't done since the 1920's, 

since the Ford group demanded Carnegie's to dumb down their teachings, as they were 

producing too many Teslas, it was so successful they rolled it into the public schools, 

with damaging consequences. I am going to read out the top end IQ countries in reverse 

and it should be seen as a national embarrassment, of how are so called leaders have 

allowed things to get this far, nobody expects us to be number one in everything but 

should we be this far behind? In the second part I will read out countries with the lowest 

IQ, there is a common denominator in many of them, they have been invaded by the US 
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Military, co-incidence? you decide. 

 
 

The U.S asked all countries to follow the example of Malta, which did not allow two 

Russian planes to cross their airspace that were bound for Venezuela, said on Friday the 

official representative of the State Department, Morgan Ortagus. Morgan Ortagus greatly 

appreciated the Maltese government’s decision on April 4 who refused without 

explanation permission to cross Maltese airspace of two airplanes carrying goods and 

passengers to Venezuela from Russia. Malta would, as the whole island is owned by the 

knights. The year 1530 is when the Knights’ chapter in Malta starts. Charles V of Spain 

(then ruler of Malta as King of Sicily) gave the Knights the islands of Malta and Gozo, as 

well as the city of Tripoli (present-day capital of Libya). Before becoming known as 

Knights of Malta they were called Knights Hospitaller and the Order of St. John who 

received their own papal charter in 11th century. Patron saint Jean Baptiste not John the 

Baptist, kind of fits the French connection given Mary fled to the Montsegur region. St. 

John also has links to Red Cross group, who were established also by 5 french people, 

remember in 1100 French were the dominant country back then, and it was them in 1215 

who established Magna Carta, which was for elite landowner benefits, not we the people. 
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*did you know construction of the pentagram better known as the pentagon which started 

in 1941 began on September 11th? 50 years to the day GHW Bush did his when we are 

successful with the NWO speech, 10 years later on same date was twin towers. 

 

*did you know the business model of a co-operative has a survival rate of 80% compared 

to 44% and falling of cor-pirate model. 

 

*did you know Robert David Steele apparently has added 247 twitter users as co-

conspirators to his case? Robert David Steele on November 8, 2017 did a piece 

called #GoogleGestapo -Censorship and Crowdstalking Made Easy: How The Deep State 

Controls Social Media and Digitally Assassinates Critics. hmm Mr. Steele, the same 

Robert David Steele who stated publically his claim to having once headed up a CIA 

false flag operation in South America. I wonder whether the people of South America 

should consider suing for an event that possibly killed people (disclaimer: although there 

is no concrete proof of that) is a more valid reason for suing people, than someone typing 

a few words on the internet. 

 

*Clowns still putting it all in our face via Sri Lanka that will allow for massive transfers 

of laundered money for the carnage there, and also pull at heart strings of people globally 

to pay into, what is a slush fund for the elites to keep going, and float some banks, but 

also the other harvesting of funds off people called Notre Dame fire. Where a so called 

dignitary just happened to be there at the exact same time, and also wearing a necklace 

that said the word "burning" on it, you can't make this shit up. But there is another more 

serious connotation to that necklace worn by a black 1/2 woman 1/2 man entity, there is 

an old term called necklacing, whereby a tyre was forced around a black persons neck 

and set on fire, the burning necklace eh Mrs Obama, me thinks you have some explaining 

to do, sometimes they went further and chopped off the victims hands to stop them 

removing the tyre, surely Michael Obama is aware of that heinous practice, not done by 

white fascist KKK members in the deep south of America, no, that practice like the 

slavery trade originated from Africa, this is what black South Africans did to their own 

people they considered to be traitors to their community, yet again I am calling for the 

black communities to call these traitors to humanity out, like Justin Smollet, Michael or 

Michelle is an utter disgrace to the people of their color. 

 

*Following the awful ordeal of Nusrat Jahan Rafi was doused with kerosene and set on 

fire at her school in Bangladesh. It is time to highlight plight of women middle east, Asia 

and SE Asia, According to women's rights group Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, there were 

940 incidents of rape in Bangladesh in 2018. But researchers say the real number is likely 

to be much higher. The second hand citizen level is improving in Middle East and Asia, 

but not quick enough. Women told they can't drive, must cover up on beaches and 

elsewhere even in the summer heat, whilst Ahmed walks around in shorts and flip flops, 
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women having to walk yards behind their husbands, women being stoned for reporting 

rapes for becoming unclean, women must stay virgin before marriage or again face being 

stoned or burnt to death, all very Vatican, cult of RA and Kali Ma that to me. These 

practices are barbaric, and archaic, the days of the hunter gatherers dragging women 

around by the hair is long gone chaps, time to develop into a proper race and culture that 

values all, as equals. Yes I am aware of the dangers of the excess displayed by far too 

many woman in the West, but there needs to be some balance here, like the 21-year-

old Shaimaa Ahmed from Egypt was jailed along with her producer for two years for 

singing in her underwear and eating a banana seductively on a YT video. Two years for 

doing a video albeit one that is distasteful to some, and yet Jeffrey Epstein rapes and 

abuses 10's if not 100's of underage girls and gets 13 months jail, it is beyond 

comprehension. It is time we had a proper global human rights organization that went 

into these countries and imposed human basic laws, seen as these communities are 

incapable of it. Sovereignty can't come quick enough as that puts us all as equals, but a 

change of mindset is the greater goal, and all are responsible themselves for doing that, 

you don't need rules and laws to behave in a responsible manner.  

 

Mitt Romney. Everyone knows that he is fantastically rich, having scored great success, 

as the legend goes, as a “turnaround specialist,” a shrewd (has a different connotation 

now than original, shrewd meant wicked evil man) a financial operator (read snake oil) 

who revived struggling companies, as a high-priced consultant for a storied Wall Street 

private equity firm. But what most voters don’t know is the way Mitt Romney actually 

made his fortune: by borrowing vast sums of money that other people were forced to pay 

back. This is the plain, stark reality that has somehow eluded America’s top political 

journalists for two consecutive presidential campaigns: Mitt Romney is one of the 

greatest and most irresponsible debt creators of all time. In the past few decades, in fact, 

Romney has piled more debt onto more unsuspecting companies, written more gigantic 

checks that other people have to cover, than perhaps all but a handful of people on planet 

Earth. Talking about debt as a focal point of his campaign, is staggering hypocrisy of the 

highest levels by Romney, but then he like many other politicians have free reign to say 

what they like, with no comebacks, unless you happen to be named Donald Trump, then 

it becomes a free for all. A man makes a $250 million fortune loading up companies with 

debt, and then extracting million-dollar fees from those same companies, in exchange for 

the generous service of telling them who needs to be fired, in order to finance the debt 

payments he saddled them with in the first place. This was all with Bain capital which 

SEC documents prove he was still a part of it, whilst he went off making another money 

harvesting escapade known as The Olympics in Salt Lake, and another of these rich elite 

family politicians who managed to sidestep military service, like Bush Jnr. Venture 

capitalism a business model that involved borrowing huge sums of money to take over 

existing firms, then extracting value from them by force, this form of financial piracy 

became known as a leveraged buyout. A private equity firm like Bain typically seeks out 
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floundering businesses with good cash flows. It then puts down a relatively small amount 

of its own money, and runs to a big bank like Goldman Sachs or Citigroup for the rest of 

the financing. (Most leveraged buyouts are financed with 60 to 90 percent borrowed 

cash.) The takeover firm then uses that borrowed money to buy a controlling stake in the 

target company, either with or without its consent. When an LBO is done without the 

consent of the target, it’s called a hostile takeover; such thrilling acts of corporate piracy 

were made legend in the Eighties. Romney and Bain avoided the hostile approach, 

preferring to secure the cooperation of their takeover targets by buying off a company’s 

management with lucrative bonuses. Once management is on board, the rest is just math. 

So if the target company is worth $500 million, Bain might put down $20 million of its 

own cash, then borrow $350 million from an investment bank to take over a controlling 

stake. But here’s the catch. When Bain borrows all of that money from the bank, it’s the 

target company that ends up on the hook for all of the debt. Now your troubled firm, has 

been taken over by a bunch of slick Wall Street dudes who kicked in as little as five 

percent as a down payment, now owes Goldman or Citigroup $350 million. With all that 

new debt service to pay, the company’s bottom line is suddenly untenable, You have to 

start firing people immediately just to get your costs down to a manageable level, 

takeover complete, and Romney has the audacity to question anyone else ethics and 

business practices, he is the embodiment of where he came from and the church he 

represents, seedy, snake oil, fake and corrupt, add in child molestation and your set is 

complete Mr. Romney. 

 

The medias attempts (3 different groups to date) to blame terrorist organizations for the 

Sri Lanka bombings, which was far too sophisticated and organized for a rag tag army, 

this was agency level planning in my opinion. Name thrown up was a new one so did 

some research on them, and something real interesting popped up for those that 

remember From Russia with love series. The Baluch is a Muslim community found in the 

state of Uttar Pradesh, India. They are descended from Baloch tribesmen who settled in 

this region of North India in the late Middle Ages. The community use the surname 

Khan, and are often known as Khan Baloch. The three Baloch adventurers Ismail Khan, 

Fatteh Khan, and Ghazi Khan, founded the three Dehras (encampments) that bear their 

names, and established themselves as independent rulers of the Lower Derajat and 

Muzaffargarh, which they and their descendants held for nearly 300 years. The three 

brothers founded the settlements of Dera Ghazi Khan, Dera Ismail Khan and Darya 

Khan. Thence the southern Balochis gradually spread into the valleys of the Indus, 

Chenab, and Sutlej, and in 1555 a large body of Balochis, under their great leader Mir 

Chakar, accompanied the Emperor Humayun into India. These Baloch are descendants of 

mercenaries brought by the Nawabs of Awadh. Nawabs of Awadh were descendants 

from which place? Nishapur Iran, which was ransacked by Ghengis Khan. They marry 

with other Muslim communities and some members are endogamous (the practice of 

marrying within a specific social group, caste or ethnic group, rejecting those from others 
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as unsuitable for marriage or other close personal relationships), marrying within close 

kin, and like other North Indian Muslim communities. The Baloch practice both cross 

cousin and parallel cousin marriages, all very Kali Ma/Khazarian/Cult of RA that to me. 

 

Those linked with Sri Lankan bombing somehow I think that is a ruse, based on ancient 

principles, when you hear this narrative of how that island was built up and on whose 

principles. Anagarika Dharmapala was one of the leading contributors to the Buddhist 

revival of the 19th century that led to the creation of Buddhist institutions and Buddhist 

schools to match those of the Christian missionaries, and to the independence movement 

of the 20th century. He illustrated the first three points in a public speech: "This bright, 

beautiful island was made into a Paradise by the Aryan Sinhalese before its destruction 

was brought about by the barbaric vandals. Its people did not know none religion... 

Christianity and polytheism are responsible for the vulgar practices of killing animals, 

stealing, prostitution, licentiousness, lying and drunkenness... The ancient, historic, 

refined people, under the diabolism of vicious paganism, introduced by the British 

administrators, are now declining slowly away. 

 

Shedim (Hebrew: דִים  are spirits or demons in early Jewish mythology. However, they (שֵׁ

are not necessarily equivalent to the modern connotation of demons as evil entities. Evil 

spirits were thought as the cause of maladies; conceptual differing from the shedim, who 

are not evil demigods, but the foreign gods themselves. Shedim are just evil in the sense 

that they are not God. They appear only twice (always plural) in the Tanakh, at Psalm 

106:37 and Deuteronomy 32:17 both times, it deals with child or animal sacrifices. 

Although the word is traditionally derived from the root ŠWD (Hebrew: שוד shûd) that 

conveys the meaning of "acting with violence" or "laying waste" it was possibly a loan-

word from Akkadian in which the word shedu referred to a protective, benevolent spirit. 

The word may also derive from the "Sedim, Assyrian guard spirits" as referenced 

according to lore "Azazel slept with Naamah and spawned Assyrian guard spirits known 

as sedim". With the translation of Hebew texts into Greek, under influence of Zorastrian 

dualism, shedim were translated into daimonia with implicit negativity. Otherwise, later 

in Judeo-Islamic culture, shedim became the Hebrew word for Jinn with a morally 

ambivalent attitude. According to one legend, the shedim are descendants of serpents, or 

of demons in the form of serpents, alluding to the serpent in Eden as related in Genesis. 

To others they are descendants of Adam and Lilith. Another legend said that God had 

started making them, intending for them to be humans, but did not complete their creation 

because He was resting during the Sabbath. Even after the Sabbath, He left them how 

they were to show that when the Sabbath comes, all work must be viewed as complete. 

Shedim are said to have had the feet and claws of a rooster and share some characteristics 

both of humans and angels. Like angels, they know the future and have wings, but like 

humans they eat, drink, procreate and die. They can also cause sickness and misfortune. 

Supposedly, sinful people sacrificed their daughters to the shedim, but it is unclear if the 
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sacrifice consisted in the murdering of the victims or in the sexual satisfaction of the 

demons. To see if the shedim were present in some place, ashes were thrown to the 

ground or floor, and then their footsteps became visible. The shedim are supposed to 

follow the dead or fly around graves. There are many things that one is admonished not 

to do in order to avoid invoking shedim, such as whistling or even saying the word 

"shedim". Judah ben Samuel of Regensburg wrote in his will and testament that one 

should not seal up windows completely because it traps shedim in the house. 

 

A conversation piece came up in response to a guest Alan had on Circle of White Light 

show this week, it was a yoga expert and she is a good one from all accounts, but a 

question was raised on the subject about shielding before participating in that practice, 

and predictably with any expert on any subject, if that information is not in their field, 

they go defensive on it, like it is their fault for not knowing, this is a common theme for 

some in the alt media, they react badly to the information, and yet why is it a reflection of 

them or you, if you don't know things? It's not, nobody can possibly know everything on 

any single subject, the system made sure of that, so lets try and be less harsh on ourselves 

for not knowing things. Yoga involves pulling in energy streams from the field all around 

us, the great unseen energy, we can't see, smell, hear or touch, but with frequencies 

heightened you can sense and eventually feel the field, which is a compressed version of 

the energy around you. 

 

Agent Orange used by the US military in Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia was developed 

by Arthur W. Galston, did you know Arthur was born in New York and born to Jewish 

parents. In 1951, biological warfare scientists at Fort Detrick, Maryland began 

investigating defoliants based upon Galston's Ph.D. discoveries with TIBA. They 

eventually produced the toxic defoliant Agent Orange used by the British Air Force 

during the Malayan Emergency and the U.S. Air Force during the Vietnam War. 

However after the horse had bolted, Galston was deeply affected by this development of 

his research. While the United States government argued that herbicides like Agent 

Orange did not qualify as chemical weapons, Galston asserted that their use was a 

violation of the United Nations Resolution of December 5, 1966 against the wartime use 

of “asphyxiating, poisonous or other gases” and “analogous liquids, materials or devices” 

Dow Chemical and Monsanto were the two largest producers of Agent Orange for the 

U.S. military. 

 

Mike Pompeo “What’s the cadet motto at West Point? You will not lie, cheat, or steal, or 

tolerate those who do. I was the CIA director. We lied, we cheated, we stole. It’s — it 

was like — we had entire training courses. It reminds you of the glory of the American 

experiment.” yes Mr. Pompeo a tragic experiment played out on the American people 

primarily and many others peoples around the world, with their fake wars, resources 

stealing, election meddling and assassination squads, an experiment indeed. 
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I sign of the times some always look for but at times can't see, we have been warning 

their funds and numbers are starting to dwindle, maybe this gives a pointer, bearing in 

mind it has escalated this year as well. Capitalism is taking some lumps—and not just in 

the headlines. For only the second year in a decade, both the number of billionaires and 

their total wealth shrank, proving that even the wealthiest are not immune to economic 

forces and weak stock markets. By our latest count there are 2,153 billionaires, 55 fewer 

than a year ago. Of those, a record 994, or 46%, are poorer (relatively speaking) than they 

were last year. In total, the ultra-rich are worth $8.7 trillion, down $400 billion from 

2018. Altogether 11% of last year’s list members, or 247 people, dropped out of the 

ranks, the most since 2009 at the height of the global financial crisis. Asia-Pacific was 

hardest hit, with 60 fewer 10-figure fortunes. That dip was led by China, which has 49 

fewer billionaires than a year ago. Europe, the Middle East and Africa also lost ground. 

The Americas, driven by a resurgent Brazil, and the U.S. are the only two regions that 

have more billionaires than they did a year ago. There are now a record 607 in the U.S. 

That includes 14 of the world’s 20 richest. Jeff Bezos is again number 1 in the world, 

followed by Bill Gates at number 2. 

 

Not surprise to me but yet again we get idiocy, bizarre, fascist rhetoric coming out of 

New York, not content with their lets vaccinate everyone in the state, but now a New 

York State Assemblyman has introduced a bill that automatically selects people over 18 

as organ donors. This means adults in New York would need to opt out of the registry as 

opposed to opt-in, as things currently stand. Pat Burke (D-Buffalo) said that “I’m 

introducing this legislation because I want to start a conversation about how we can get 

more people on the organ donation registry, and ultimately save more lives.” If the bill 

passes, people over 18-years of age will need to opt out of donor registry on their drivers 

license applications. New York has the highest need for organ donations in the country, 

according to a press release by Burke, yes because it has the most elitist, satanic, 

billionaire parasites the world over is why Mr Burke, Burke by name and Burke by 

nature. Burke also says that the intention of the bill is not “harvesting organs.” interesting 

terminology Mr. Burke. These psychopaths in Gotham have no idea when to stop, does 

anyone question whether they do any bills for and by the people? or just for and against 

people and their free will? forced vaccines and now potentially forced donors? Think 

long and hard about this scenario, they have database of all donors and dna or blood 

types, so one of their so called elites requires an organ, they run the database, find a 

match and target that individual, either by coercion or deadly force to acquire said organ, 

no Thomas they don't go that far, actually yes they do 100% I heard several conversations 

confirming this. This has been going on globally for a number of decades, I remember in 

the 1990's in my hometown people waking up in the street with no recollection of how 

they got there, only to find someone had done surgery on them and they were missing a 

kidney. Remember these organs are worth $90-225K on the market, it's big money, and 
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remember the Winsconsin doctor telling 2-3000 patients they had cancer to issue 

treatment at exorbitant costs, when they had no cancer, so there is precedent. Remove 

yourself and ask all of your circle to get off their harvesting organs donor lists. 

#nondonor and given its that place again #walkawayfromNY  

 

Regulation by combination means that railroad managers are feudal lords and you are 

their serfs. It means that every car load of grain, or other produce of your fields or shops 

that passes over the New York Central shall pay toll for the right to transit to Vanderbilt, 

the robber barron of our modern feudalism, who dominates that way. (stated in Congress 

1874) This is how these Dutch, British, German, Jewish and House families created their 

monopoly here, we the people still pay for their greed today, but not content with 

cornering of the markets, these same groups went on to monopolize the whole country, 

with the Federal Reserve banking system. Where they use our money for their credit, they 

cream off the profits and roll the debt over to us. Change has been perceived to be slow 

and painful, it hasn't really it has been swift, brutal at times and self fulfilling for those 

who seek internal truths and proof, the external is largely remained hidden to date, but 

recent intel including tonight's suggests, we are on the brink of making that river flow of 

energy, reverse the opposite way. 

 

 


